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1.2.8 The ultimate assessment of an engine oil’s performance must includes a variety of vehicle 

fleet tests that simulate the full range of customer driving conditions. The engine sequence and 

bench tests listed in this document have been specified instead of fleet testing to minimize testing 

time and costs. This simplification of test requirements is only possibleThese specific tests were 

selected because the specified engine sequence tests are severe tests designed to mimic 

challenging field conditions and have been judged to be predictive of and applicable to a variety 

of vehicle tests under similar field conditions. The tests were vetted and agreed to in open forums 

operated under the auspices of organizations such as API, ASTM, and SAE.  The relationships 

between engine sequence tests and vehicle fleet tests are judged valid based only on the range of 

base oils and additive technologies investigated — generally those that have proven to have 

satisfactory performance in service and that are in widespread use at this time. It is the 

responsibility offor licensees introducing base oils or additive technologies that constitute a 

significant departure from existing practice to ensure that there is no adverse effect to vehicle 

components or to emission control systems by generatingensuring that sufficient supporting 

vehicle fleet testing data has been generatedThe introduction of base oils or additive technologies 

that constitute a significant departure from existing practice requires sufficient supporting 

vehicle fleet testing data to ensure there is no adverse effect to vehicle components or to 

emission control systems. This vehicle fleet testing should be conducted in addition to the other 

performance requirements listed in this specification. It is the responsibility of any individual or 

organization introducing a new technology to perform this vehicle fleet testing, and the 

responsibility of the oil marketer to ensure the testing of new technology was satisfactorily 

completed. No marketer can claim to be acting in a reasonable and prudent manner if they 

knowingly use a new technology based only on the results of engine sequence testing without 

verifying the suitability of the new technology in vehicle fleet testing that simulates the full 

range of customer operation.  

 

In addition to the requirements for API licensure, marketers should assess all products produced 

under API licenses using well knowngenerally accepted quality control measures for adherence 

to the the expected rheological properties submitted in “API Part B,” their products’ specific 

elemental composition (Part B) and other category requirements that may indicate product 

compliance (licensed specification) (Licensed Fingerprint) for such product prior to release for 

sale.  Additionally, the API AMAP program will inspect lubricants in the marketplace for these 

same properties as further assurance of API license complianceIt is also recognized that engine 

sequence test results are necessarily subject to a number of variables inherent in complex test 

equipment, including fuel batch, parts tolerances/changes, test stand configuration, and other 

factors that can impact test results. Where possible, these tests use available technology and 

scientific testing methodologies to address/control for these variables, but engine testing still 

contains inherent variability.  Because of the inherent variability of engine sequence tests, the 

most reliable quality assurance/quality control procedures are targeted at ensuring controlled 

manufacture of a product conforming to the chemical and physical properties of the originally 

tested and licensed formulation. 

 



 


